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          Making Tooling Simple™
          Innovation that solves common tooling challenges 

          Why Sign-Up?
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        Harcourt® - The Global Leader in Tooling Innovation

        On a mission to radically redefine tooling paradigms. Flattening the cost curve and halving time-to-market of major vehicle projects. Empowering Industry 4.0 from a tooling perspective to unlock never seen before lead times and flexibility.
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              BoxJoint™

              Assembly Tooling in Half the Time. 

              Learn More
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              BlackBoard™

              Composite Layup Molds in Half the Time

              Learn More
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              Captive™ Products

              Ditch the Lanyard & Eliminate FOD.

              Learn More
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              Product Configurators

              Custom CAD Files Delivered in Seconds.

              Learn More
            

          

        

          




    
      View all innovations
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          Innovative Products

          Harcourt® offers tooling solutions designed to improve your manufacturing process. We offer a selection of standard designs available with next day delivery. And if a standard design won't fit the bill, we offer engineered solutions tailored to your specific application.

          	Focused on your tooling issues
	Elegant design
	Customization made simple




          
            View all Products
          

        

      

    



  



  
    
      Harcourt is Trusted by Engineers at
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          Proven track record supplying product into major international programs.

          We have deep roots in the global manufacturing industry, in markets such as aerospace, automotive, defense, and shipbuilding. In fact, Harcourt-affiliated companies have worked in these industries for over a century.

          
            Learn Our History
            Why Choose Harcourt
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          Follow us
          Social Feed

          Keep up to date and follow our social feed to stay informed about updates, news and other events at Harcourt.

          
            View Feed
            
          
 
        

      

    

  







  
    
    
      Register for Our Next Lunch & Learn

      Harcourt Lunch and Learns are an opportunity to have one our specialists come to you and provide information on Harcourt products. This is a great opportunity to learn more about Harcourt products, innovations and the difference Harcourt products can make in any project. Fill out this form and we will get back to you as soon as possible to schedule our next stop!

      Register Now
    

  










  

    

      

        

          

            
              Request Access to Join
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            	Access to product catalog with hundreds of products.
	Product Configurator you can't get anywhere else.
	Download CAD files in all the latest formats.
	No fees, industry professionals only.
	Where the biggest names in manufacturing come...



            
                             Request Access 
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	Contact Us
	Career Opportunities
	Stop Impersonate
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          Copyright Harcourt® Industrial 2023. All Rights Reserved. 
          

      



      
          
          Supplier Terms & Conditions
          Terms & Conditions of Purchase
          Terms & Conditions of SalePrivacyLegal Notice Poweredby Momentum
          

        



      


    

  


  







	
		

		Manage Cookie Consent

		
			
		

	


	

	
		To provide the best experiences, we use technologies like cookies to store and/or access device information. Consenting to these technologies will allow us to process data such as browsing behavior or unique IDs on this site. Not consenting or withdrawing consent, may adversely affect certain features and functions.



View our Privacy Policy
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                        	Name* 

	Email* 

	Company* 

	This site is protected by reCAPTCHA and the Google Privacy Policy and Terms of Service apply.
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